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Attention:
Before you begin, be certain that the firearm is clear and safe.
Please wear safety glasses as some parts are under spring tension.
This kit includes set screws for both the MKIII and MKIV 22/45 Pistol Frames.
The Nylon tip set screw is used for both frames and is the screw that goes in the
bottom of the trigger for Overtravel.
The short set screw (3M.05 X 6mm) is utilized for the Ruger MKIII 22/45 Frame.
The longer set screw (3M.05 X 8mm) is utilized for the Ruger MKIV 22/45 Frame.
These screws are used in the upper hole for Pre-travel.
Before installing the trigger into the gun, install the included set screws into
the trigger. This must be done before putting the trigger in the gun. The
pre-travel set screw is easiest to install from the top with the hex opening in
the set screw facing toward the face of the trigger. You will need to make sure that it is threaded almost
completely into the hole to get the trigger to fit into the frame. For the post travel screw, the one with the
green tip, thread it into the bottom hole with the hex opening on the same side as face of the trigger.

1. Follow the Ruger manual disassembly
instructions to separate the upper receiver from
the lower plastic grip frame. Be sure to watch our
YouTube videos if you need help with this step.
2. Locate the Trigger Pivot Retainer (the long and
thin bent wire that is outlined in green and has a

green arrow pointing to it) underneath the

disconnector. This part secures the Trigger Pivot
Pin (red circle)

from being pushed out by engaging a small slot on one side of the pin.
3. Using a small punch or tool, press down on the Trigger Pivot Retainer as close to the Trigger Pivot Pin as
possible while simultaneously pushing the Trigger Pivot Pin out of the frame from either direction. Depending on
the variable tolerances of your individual firearm, it may be easier to press the retainer down from between the
plastic frame’s sidewall and disconnector lever or between the disconnector lever and trigger.

